
Clear acrylic coating

Galvalume®‡

PRIME I ULTRA

Brown
PRIME

Forest
PRIME 

Hunter
PRIME 

Colony
PRIME 

Crimson
PRIME

Rustic
PRIME

Gallery
PRIME 

Brilliant
PRIME

Charcoal 
PRIME

Gray
PRIME

26 GAUGE
CONCEALED FASTENER

Horizon-Loc™   Color Selection Tool

Burnished
Slate 
PRIME

Fern
PRIME

Choose CentralGuard for the best protection 
and a lifetime warranty.

† Color variation between orders is normal and not cause for rejection. ‡ Weathering and 
appearance variation, including color, sheen, and spangle, is common in non-painted materials and 
is not a cause for rejection. For consistent appearance, choose a paint-finished product. Colors on 
this chart are close representations of actual metal color, limited by printing and viewing conditions.  
Color matching optimized for outdoor viewing. 

Black 
PRIME

FEVE

Fluorinated Polymer 

Paint System

PREMIUM 
COLOR

CHRT_HORL_TX_2400401E

Matte Black
PRIME

FEVE

Fluorinated Polymer 

Paint System

Copper 
Metallic† 

PRIME

centralstatesco.com



Upgrade to Horizon-Loc 
for the ultimate protection 
from rain and snow.

Copyright © 2024, Central States Manufacturing, Inc., All Rights Reserved.
CentralGuard® is a trademark of Central States® Manufacturing, Inc.

Galvalume® is a registered trademark of BIEC International, Inc.

Horizon-Loc™  

Horizon-Loc gives you the beauty and protection 
of a standing seam panel at an affordable price. Its 
hidden fasteners give superior leak prevention and 
protection from rain and snow.

Horizon-Loc also features CentralGuard, our 
specific combination of everything that goes into 
making the highest-quality metal panels. The 
CentralGuard name guarantees that you have the 
best protection and a lifetime paint warranty.

Choose Horizon-Loc for the ultimate protection 
from rain and snow, plus the perfect balance of 
fade protection, rust blocking, and dent resistance.

  HORIZON-LOC HORIZON-LOC
PRIME ULTRA

CentralGuard CentralGuard
LEAK PREVENTION

Fasteners   Hidden from elements Hidden from elements

FADE PROTECTION

Paint Warranty LIFETIME LIFETIME

Paint Thickness 1.0 mil 1.0 mil

Fade Protection P P

RUST BLOCKING

Advanced Rust Blocking P P

Perforation Warranty 50-YEAR 50-YEAR

Substrate Thickness 1.60 mil 1.60 mil

DENT RESISTANCE

Advanced Dent Resistance P P

Steel Thickness THICK THICKER

Steel Gauge 26 ga. 24 ga.

Hidden fastener

Panel snaps

BEST LEAK
PREVENTION

Horizon-Loc features UL2218 approval for impact resistance and may qualify for a homeowners insurance discount.  
See your local insurance agent for qualifications.

Get started quickly with our preloaded photos, or upload your own photo. 
When you find the perfect combination of panel and color, you’ll receive a 
summary of your project and have the option to connect with a local expert
in your area to help you with your purchase and installation. 

visualizer.centralstatesmfg.com

Explore our visualizer.


